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Why the interest in solar-wind plasma wakes?
1. SCIENCE: The resulting proton trajectory affects the distribution
of volatile materials through surface sputtering. [1]
2. EXPLORATION: The resulting electron cloud defines the dissipation/buildup of static charge on rovers or astronaut equipment. [2]
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Results of new model predict a unique plasma
environment

The resulting electron density characterizes the elecrical grounding
for explorers on the crater surface:

The resulting spatial distribution and vertical contribution to the speed
of ions striking the surface affects sputtering of volatile materials.

Fig. 4: Electron density characterizes dissipation/buildup of static
charge on exploration equipment.

Fig. 2: Ion speed determines surface sputtering.

Fig. 1: The solar wind plasma wake in a lunar polar crater.

The electrostatic potential (w.r.t. undisturbed plasma) is successfully
extended below the expansion front:

Next Steps
1. Benchmark with simulation (in progress).
2. Explore rich new physics: Non-Maxwellian (κ) distributions,
supra-thermal surface charging, secondary electrons, dust lofting.
3. Simulate effects on exploration equipment.

New analytic model rapidly characterizes
near-surface plasma behavior
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Fig. 3: Electrostatic potential introduces surface charge.
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